[for she who changes back]




we receive her ashes in june.

at a non-denominational memorial ceremony, they were passed to us in a small box, wrapped in brown paper. until the following november, this box sits on a dark shelf hidden in her apartment, underneath figurines of horses and other livestock. days before her hundredth birthday, we gather. 




[epilogue]




driving to the church, all of my immediate family in the same car, we are in calm spirits. left unaddressed is the absence and return of a relic of my grandmother. in the time that transpired for all of us, the loss became mitigated by circumstance. perhaps, in the time that transpired since, our attention had turned to another reclamation. 

how can one be certain of convalescence? what is the representation of recovery? of what ails? i turn my eyes outward to look for signs of her. where, in the passing hills? 




there stands now, a new house, built by all of our hands. poetry aside, the reality of building a house was a crisis navigated by us all, and it has turned my attention to legacy. steeped in inquiry, i ask my mother to bring us to her childhood home.

i learn, before we get there, that what stands now is only a foundation, the house cleared by fire. we all discover, upon arrival, that there is no foundation, the land cleared by my uncle. i later learn that the deed for the land had also been “cleared”.

the mood hardens as we arrive at the church. family gathers in the small basement as we await the priest. lighthearted banter gives way to deeper conversation as time passes and my mother, true to form, avoids mention of the farm, the land, knowing the deaf ears her words would fall upon.

all day i’ve been looking for signs of my grandmother, for the horses that for me have become totems of her. i remain, looking. all day, my mother has been hoping to pass this moment from a looming reality in to a distant memory. and all day, we wait for a priest that never comes. 

we clumsily read her favourite psalms and place in the ground a small box, wrapped in brown paper.




on the way home, the tone is more somber. i learn, perhaps for the first time, that my mother raised and sold sheep. i say perhaps, because i can’t be confident whether it’s a failing of my memory or curiosity that this impresses on me only now.

she describes a history shared by generations of shearing wool and selling livestock, and it becomes evident to me that this is the first time i have attempted to dust off our lineage in the wake of recent events. i am at a loss to recall the memories of those i currently am driving with, let alone those whose lives are long past. i have been unwittingly overtaking the ancient ruins left by my grandmother - her home, her possessions, her histories - all without looking at my immediate surroundings in current time. how am i to navigate forever in to the past without a grasp of now?




days later, closer still to her birthday, the sign appears.

a story surfaces of a black horse seen in the sky, a sign of the apocalypse. it is thought to be a hoax. from my new home in her old apartment, my intermittent hypochondria mutes for a moment when i consider the certainty of my own demise, unsure of when. buried in thought i get up to find water when i brush a frame on the wall. looking on it i see brush strokes painted by her hand, always hidden in plain sight amid the clutter of her environment. i place my hands on the frame to straighten it and step back to regard it, and exhale deeply while i see the image.

horses. 
